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What is the role of Radiotherapy  

in Malignant Pleural Mesothelioma? 

Radiotherapy is (widely?) used in the treatment of 

patients with mesothelioma: 

 

• In palliative setting 

 

• In prophylaxis of port-site recurrence 

 

• As an integral part of “curative” multimodality 

therapy for resectable disease  
 



What is the role of Radiotherapy  

in Malignant Pleural Mesothelioma? 

But….. 

 

Where is the evidence to support the routine role of 

radiotherapy in patients affected with mesothelioma? 

 

 

                  little supporting evidence 







What is the role of Radiotherapy  

in Malignant Pleural Mesothelioma? 

Radiotherapy is (widely?) used in the treatment of 

patients with mesothelioma: 

 

• in the prophylaxis of port-site recurrence 

 

 

 

 

 

 

… has been concluded in two systematic reviews 

not to influence significantly the disease course 



The primary research question is to 
evaluate whether prophylactic 
radiotherapy prevents PTM 
following large bore pleural 
procedure in MPM 



Radiotherapy in palliation of MPM 

• Is radiotherapy useful for treating pain in 
mesothelioma? A Phase II trial 

• 40 patients recruited from three UK Oncology Centres 

• 20 Gy in 5 daily fractions 

• Pain assessment at baseline, 5 and 12 weeks 

• 47% of 30 pts evaluable at week 5 had pain 
improvement 

• RT for pain control is an effective treatment in a 
proportion of patients 

MacLeod N., JTO 2015 



Multimodality treatment strategy 
(Adjuvant RT after EPP) 

 



Flores RM et al.  J Thorac Oncol 10:957-965, 2007 





Major technological advances in RT planning and delivery led to the 
widespread introduction of intensity-modulated radiotherapy 
(IMRT), which allows to better spare the healthy tissues and organs 
at risk 
 
 
Toxicity: 
 

• IMRT treatment: more fatal pneumonitis than 3D-CRT 
  
Crucial points: 
 
  IMRT, toxicity and constraints 
   



•Fatal Radiation Pneumonitis 

Study 
DVHs for controlateral lung 

MLD V20 

Allen, BWH ’06 > 13 Gy > 15% 

Miles, Duke ’08 > 11 Gy > 7% 

Rice, MDACC ‘07 > 8.5 Gy > 20% 

Allen AM et al [Red Journal 2006;65:640-5] 

Miles EF et al. [Red Journal 2008;71:1143-50] 

Rice DC et al. [Red Journal 2007;69:350-7] 



 Radiotherapy (RT) with modern techniques, within the 
context of a multimodality treatment, has potentially a 
role in the therapy of patients with malignant pleural 
mesothelioma 

 
 Many data confirm the feasibility of 50-54 Gy post-

operative RT in MPM patients with modern techniques, 
with a relatively low toxicity burden if strict constraints 
are applied  

 
 
 



Open Questions 

 

• Patients’ selection for trimodality treatment 

 

• Randomized trial on Adjuvant RT (SAKK 

trial) 



17 R. A. Stahel, ESMO 2014 

The objectives of the trimodality trial SAKK17/04 (NCT00334594) were to evaluate the time to loco-

regional relapse with or without high dose hemithoracic radiotherapy in a prospective multicenter 

randomized phase II trial in patients with R0 and R1 resection after neoadjuvant chemotherapy and EPP 
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Eligible patients had pathologically confirmed MPM, surgically resectable  

TNM stage (T1-3 N0-2 M0), PS0-1, ages 18-70 years 

The primary endpoint of part 1 was complete macroscopic resection (R0-1) 
The primary endpoint for part 2 was loco-regional relapse-free survival 
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100 % 

153 125 

 99 
  54 

 27 

 27 

  82 %  65 %   35 % 

Patient refusal: 24 
 
Inelegibility/protocol 
deviations: 21 

Of the 27 patients randomized to 

hemithoracic radiotherapy, 25 

completed the treatment as planned 
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LRFS: 7.6 
RFS: 5.7 
OS: 16.9 

Relapse Free survival (Months) 

Overall survival (Months) 

LRFS: 9.4 
RFS: 7.6 
OS: 14.9 



• Accrual slower than planned and trial stopped in 2013: 
underpowered study (37 pts were needed) 
 

• Even in upfront highly selected patients: 82 % EPP and only 35 % 
random for postoperative radiotherapy 

 
• Still unsatisfactory local relapse-free survival: 

• 7.6 months with EPP 
• 9.4 months with postoperative radiotherapy 
• Nearly all patients: local relapse within 2 years 
 

• Still unsatisfactory overall survival: 
• Median: 15.0 months 
• < 10 % 5-year survival 

 

This study does not support the routine use of  

hemithoracic RT after neoadjuvant chemotherapy and EPP 



Among 158 evaluable patients, a recurrence 

developed in 118 (75%) 

Median follow-up was 83 months, median 

time to recurrence was 13.1 months, and 

median survival was 15 months  



 EPP offers the benefit of complete resection of all gross tumor and permits 
the delivery of high-dose adjuvant hemithoracic radiotherapy, but is 
associated with greater morbidity and mortality than lesser operations  
 
 

 Moreover, many of these patients experience rapid progression of disease 
and have a limited life expectancy  



Patients treated with P/D had an equal to better outcome 
than those treated with EPP  



 The use of P/D is increasing, which poses a difficult 
problem for delivering adjuvant RT  
 

 P/D is, by definition, a less complete resection than 
EPP and presumably carries a higher risk for 
locoregional recurrence  
 

 Therefore, additional local treatment is critical 



• An interesting challenge in MPM radiotherapy: to deliver a 
therapeutic RT dose to the hemithoracic pleura with intact lungs  
 

• The use of pleural RT with conventional techniques has 
traditionally been limited by the difficulty of delivering an 
adequate RT dose without exceeding the tolerance of the 
adjacent normal structures, especially the lungs  
 

•Major technological advances in RT planning and delivery led to 
the widespread introduction of intensity-modulated radiotherapy 
(IMRT), which allows to better spare the healthy tissues 
surrounding the tumour 
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Lung sparing hemithoracic pleural IMRT 



Adjuvant RT after P/D: 
hemithoracic pleural IMRT 

 
CTV defined as the entire 
hemithoracic parietal and visceral 
pleura including the entire 
diaphragm and involved lymh 
node stations (ipsilateral hilum), 
but without inclusion of the 
fissures 
 
Optimal  
Imaging for  
target  
definition to  
be defined 



• 50.4 Gy in 30 fractions 
 
• MLD < 20-21 Gy as dose 

constraint 



Treating the intact lung with pleural IMRT is a safe and 
feasible treatment option with an acceptable rate of 
pneumonitis. Additionally, the survival rates were 
encouraging, particularly for resected patients  





After hemithoracic pleural IMRT, most local failures occurred in sites of previous gross disease. 
Thus, macroscopic complete resection remains critical.  

Increasing experience and improvements in target delineation combined with dose escalation 
will likely decrease the incidence of in-field and marginal failure rates with this new technique. 

  















  
 

Lung-sparing IMRT (alone or after P/D) has been 
proven feasible and safe, with delivered RT doses 
ranging from 47 to 55 Gy and grade > 3 toxicity 
rates of 20-30% 
 
IMRT strictly required 
 
Adequate clinical endpoints (PFTs after lung sparing 
IMRT) 
 
Adjuvant irradiation after P/D is not recommended 
outside clinical trials (ongoing trials) 

Pleural IMRT 
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Still dismal prognosis 
 
Unclear if any local treatment changes long-term 
survival 

 
No definitively “proven” effective local treatment 

 
Need for better local (radiosensitizing drugs) and 
systemic treatments 

 
 
  

Conclusions: RT and MPM 



 Systematic adjuvant irradiation of surgical tracts is not routinely 
indicated 
 

 Positive role of palliative hypofractionated radiotherapy  
 

 For patients with resectable MPM, who undergo EPP (after neoadjuvant 
chemotherapy), adjuvant radiotherapy can be recommended for 
selected and fit patients (50-54 Gy in 1.8-2 Gy daily fractions) 
 

 IMRT: promising treatment technique (adequate experience required); 
special attention to reduce radiation exposure of the remaining lung 
(strict dose constraints) 
 

 Adjuvant irradiation after P/D is not recommended outside clinical trials   




